**Key Features:**

- 2500 ANSI Lumens, 85% uniformity, and 2000:1 Contrast Ratio.
- DLP™ imaging technology delivers a “seamless” high contrast image.
- True XGA resolution. SXGA+, SXGA, XGA, SVGA, VGA & MAC compatible.
- Smart data compression/expansion, and video scaling.
- Convenient Manual Zoom and Focus Lens.
- Preset image offset. Auto Vertical Digital Keystone Correction.
- Accepts Composite, S, and Component Video in all major standards.
- Displays both Regular 4:3 and Widescreen 16:9 ratio video formats.
- Supports most HDTV resolutions.
- Sealed Optics: no air filter to maintain.
- Extremely quiet: operating noise only 30 dBA in Eco mode.
- System Lock function. Keylock function.
- Wireless remote control.
- 3 Year* Projector Warranty!
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INCLUDED ACCESSORIES:

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
Replacement Lamp. Ceiling Mount. Ceiling Post and Plate. ATA-Style shipping Case with Wheels and Telescoping Handle. EZ-250 Local Control. NPC-1 Network Control.
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Talk to your EIKI Dealer… the "pro" in projectors.